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Abstract

We extend the work of A. Ciaffaglione and P. Di Gianantonio on me-
chanical verification of algorithms for exact computation on real numbers,
using infinite streams of digits implemented as co-inductive types. Four
aspects are studied: the first aspect concerns the proof that digit streams
can be related to the axiomatized real numbers that are already axioma-
tized in the proof system (axiomatized, but with no fixed representation).
The second aspect re-visits the definition of an addition function, look-
ing at techniques to let the proof search mechanism perform the effective
construction of an algorithm that is correct by construction. The third as-
pect concerns the definition of a function to compute affine formulas with
positive rational coefficients. This should be understood as a testbed to
describe a technique to combine co-recursion and recursion to obtain a
model for an algorithm that appears at first sight to be outside the ex-
pressive power allowed by the proof system. The fourth aspect concerns
the definition of a function to compute series, with an application on the
series that is used to compute Euler’s number e. All these experiments
should be reproducible in any proof system that supports co-inductive
types, co-recursion and general forms of terminating recursion, but we
performed with the Coq system [12, 3, 14].

1 introduction

Several proof systems provide data-types to describe real numbers, together
with basic operations and theorems that express that the whole data-type is an
ordered, complete, and archimedian field [18, 19]. In the Coq system, several
approaches have been taken; depending on whether developers wanted to adhere
to pure constructive mathematics or more classical approaches. In the classical
approach, the type of real numbers is merely “axiomatized”, the existence of
the type and the elementary operations is assumed and the properties of these
operations are asserted as axioms. This approach has been used extensively
to provide a large collection of results, going all the way to the description of
trigonometric functions, calculus and the like. However, because the type of
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real is axiomatized, there is no “physical representation of numbers” and the
basic operations correspond to no algorithm.

In an alternative approach, a type of constructed numbers may be defined
as special kind of data-type and the basic operations may be described as algo-
rithms manipulating elements of this data-type. A. Ciaffaglione and P. Di Gi-
anantoni [7] showed that a well-known representation of real numbers as infi-
nite sequences of redundant digits could easily be implemented inside theorem
provers with co-inductive types. We say the digits are redundant because several
representation are possible for every number. In the case of [7] the represen-
tation is simply inspired from the usual binary representation of of fractional
numbers and made more redundant by adding the possibility to use a negative
digit.

Our approach is different in the sense that the redundant digit that is added
in our representation should not be interpreted as a negative digit, but as an
extra positive digit, with a meaning that is intermediary between the existing 0
and 1. However, the notation is the same in spirit, Niqui [27] actually shows that
both approaches are special cases of a more general family of representations.

Once we have chosen the way to represent real numbers as a data-type, we
proceed by establishing a relation between this data-type and the axiomatized
type of real numbers. This is a departure from the prescription of pure con-
structive mathematics, because we rely on the axioms of that theory to state
the correctness of our algorithms. We hope that this approach gives a more
direct path to mechanically verified statements about our algorithms.

Once we have provided the basic data-type and its relation with the axiom-
atized theory of real numbers, we proceed by defining an addition function. We
rely on the axiomatized theory to provide an automatic construction of the ad-
dition algorithm: this way we only provide guidelines for the construction of the
algorithm, without actually describing all 25 cases in the function. The proof
of correctness then consists in showing that there is a morphism between the
data-type and the axiomatized type. Our contribution in this part is to show
how to use the proof search engine to construct a well formed addition function.

We then describe how we can compute affine formulas combining two real
values with rational coefficients. For these more general operations, we need
to combine co-recursion and well-founded recursion, We show that the function
responsible for producing the infinite stream of digits representing the result
can be decomposed in two recursive functions. One of the function is guarded
co-recursive function as proposed in [14], the second function is well-founded
recursive function [3]. Each function satisfies a different form of constraint: the
co-recursive function does not need to be terminating, but it must produce at
least a digit at each recursive call, while the well-founded function does not
need to produce a digit at each recursive call, but it must terminate. Our main
contribution in this part is to show that functions that appear at first sight to be
outside the expressive power of guarded co-recursion can actually be modeled
and proved correct.

In a fourth part, we describe how to compute infinite sums, when enough
knowledge is provided to ensure that these infinite sums are converging. We
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show how to avoid having to consider the infinity of terms that are parts of the
sum. In particular, we exhibit a framework that can be re-used from one series
to the other. As applications, we show how to compute the infinite stream
representing Euler’s number e and to multiply two real numbers represented
as infinite streams of digits. In particular, the algorithm we obtain can be
executed directly using the reduction mechanism provided in Coq to compute
e to a great precision in a reasonable time. For the multiplication, performance
is less impressive for execution inside the proof system.

Our work stops here, although the experiments described in this paper seem
to open the door to a more complete study of real functions, especially analytic
functions with the help of power series.

2 Related work

For numerical computation, real numbers are usually represented as approxima-
tions using floating point numbers. These floating point numbers are composed
of a mantissa and an exponent, so that the value of the least significant bit in
the mantissa varies with the exponent. Still both the exponent and the man-
tissa have a fixed size, so that there is only a finite number of floating point
numbers and real values must be rounded to find the closest floating point
numbers. Floating-point based computations are thus only approximation and
errors stemming from successive rounding operations may accumulate to the
point that some computations can become grossly wrong [25].

In spite of their limitations, Floating-point numbers are used extensively:
most processors provide directly an implementation of the elementary opera-
tions (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) according to a standard
that gives a precise mathematical meaning to the rounding operations [21]. This
standard provides the basis to implement computations with a guaranteed pre-
cision [25, 17], sometimes with correctness proofs that can be verified with the
help of computer-aided proof tools [9, 20, 6, 31, 5]. In particular, some ap-
proaches, named expansions make it possible to increase drastically the number
of representable number by extending the length of the mantissa [6].

An alternative research direction focusses on computations with number rep-
resentations that alleviate the need for rounding and associated errors. Among
the possible approaches, the best well-known are based on continued fractions
[15, 32] or representations with floating points in a fixed base [24]. In the latter
case, the representation is very close to the floating-point representations with
rounding modes, but the size of the mantissa is not fixed to a given size: it is
rather considered as an infinite piece of data, but at any time only of part of
it is known and the infinite part is only materalized as the need arises. Exact
arithmetics is studied by a large community [22, 26], in particular in the realm
of functional programming [23, 4, 1, 13].

Formal proofs around computations on infinite data-structures are a priv-
iledged ground for the use of co-inductive types [8, 14]. First experiments on
the topic of exact real number computations using co-inductive types were per-
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formed by Ciaffaglione and Di Gianantonia [7] who showed that one could repre-
sent infinite sequences of digits with co-inductive types and the basic operations
of arithmetics (addition, multiplication, comparison) with simple co-recursive
functions, as long as the set of digits was extended to allow for enough redun-
dancy. Niqui [28] also studies the problems of modeling real number arithmetic
for use in formal proofs, providing a single point of view to account for contin-
ued fractions and infinite sequences of digits. Our approach is very similar to
Ciaffaglione and Di Gianantonio’s, it only differs in the collection of digits that
we consider.

Since they are expected to return infinite data-structures as results, co-
recursive functions usually are recursive functions that exhibit a form of infinite
recursion. However, the context of formal proofs still requires that general
recursion should be avoided. For this reason, co-recursive functions are con-
strained to produce at least a fragment of the result data at each recursive call.
This constraint seems to forbid most of the general recursive algorithms one
can envision on infinite data-structures. However, we have shown in [2] that
co-recursion could be combined with general forms of well-founded recursion to
define functions where some recursive calls are productive while others are not.
Di Gianantonio and Miculan also proposed an approach for the same kind of
combination, but we believe the work presented here is independent from their
results.

3 Redundant digit representation for real num-

bers

We are all used to the notation with a decimal point to represent real numbers.
For instance, we usually write a number between 0 and 1 as a text of the form
0.1354647 · · · and we know that the sequence of digits must be infinite for some
numbers, actually all those that are not of the form a

10b , where a and b are
positive integers. It is a bit less natural, but still easy to understand, that all
numbers can be represented by an infinite sequence: for those that have a finite
representation, it suffices to add an infinite sequence of zeros. More over the
number 1 can also be represented by the sequence 0.999 · · ·.

When we know a prefix of one of these infinite sequences, we actually know
the number that is represented up to a certain precision. If the prefix has
length n, we actually know precisely the bounds of an interval of length 1

10n that
contains the number. We are accustomed to reasoning with these prefixes of
infinite sequences and we expect tools to return correct prefixes of an operation’s
output when this operation has been fed with correct prefixes for the inputs.

In the conventional representation, the number 10 plays a special role: it
is the base. We can change the base and use digits that are between 0 and
the base. For instance, we can use 2 as the base, so that the digits are only 0
and 1. The number 1

2 can then be represented by the sequence 0.1000 · · · and
the number 1 can be represented by the sequence 0.1111 · · ·. For a sequence
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0.d1d2 · · ·, the number being represented is:

∞∑

i=0

di

2i
.

the following equalities hold:

0.0s =
0.s

2

0.1s =
0.s + 1

2

The last important property is that a prefix with n digit gives an interval of
width 1

2n that contains the number represented by the infinite sequence. In the
rest of this paper, we will carry on with this representation using base 2 (but
the set of digits will change).

For the computation of basic operation, this conventional representation is
not really well adapted. Here is an example that exhibits the main flaw of this
representation. The numbers 1

3 and 1
6add up to give 1

2 . However, the infinite
sequences for these numbers are given in the following equations:

1

3
= 0.01010101 · · ·

1

6
= 0.00101010 · · ·

1

2
= 0.10000000 · · · = 0.01111111 · · ·

The following reasoning steps justify the first equation:

0.01010101 · · · =
∞∑

i=1

1

22i
=

1

1 − 1
4

− 1 =
1

3

Similar proofs can be used to justify the other equations. If s is a prefix of
0.01010101 · · ·, s is also the prefix of all numbers between s00 · · · and s111 · · ·.
These two numbers are rational numbers of the form a

2b and none these numbers

can be equal to 1
3 . Thus, we actually have an interval of possible values that

contains both values that are smaller and values that are larger than 1
3 . The

same property occurs for the representation of 1
6 . When considering the sum of

values in the interval around 1
3 and values in the interval around 1

6 , the results
are in an interval that contains both values that are smaller and values that are
larger than 1

2 . However, numbers of the form 0.1 · · · can only be larger than 1
2

and numbers of the form 0.0 · · · can only be smaller than 1
2 . Thus, even if we

know the inputs with a great precision, we must indefinitely delay the decision
and require more precision on the input before choosing the first digit of the
result: we need to know the inputs with infinite precision before stating the first
digit of the result.
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We solve this problem by adding a third digit in the notation. This digit
provides a way to express that the interval given by a prefix has 1

2 in its interior.
This new digit adds more redundancy in the representation. We now have three
digits, even though we still work in base 2.

• A digit L is used like the digit 0. If x is an infinite sequence of digits
representing the number v, the sequence Lx represents v/2.

• A digit R is used like the digit 1. If x is an infinite sequence of digits
representing the number v, the sequence Rx represents v/2 + 1/2.

• A digit C is used with the following meaning: if x is an infinite sequence
of digits representing the number v, the sequence Cx represents v/2 + 1/4.

From now on, we consider only numbers in the interval [0, 1] and we drop the first
characters “0.” when writing a sequence of digits. We will confuse a sequence
of digits and the real number that it represents. In the same spirit, we will use
the same notation for a digit and the function it represents. For instance, the
function L is the function that maps x to x/2. Last, we will associate the digits
L, R, C to the intervals [0, 1

2 ], [12 , 1], and [14 , 3
4 ], respectively. These interval will

be called basic intervals.
The redundancy of the new digit gives a very simple property: a number that

can be written CLx can also be written LRx and a number that can be written
CRx can also be written RLx. This property will be re-used several times in this
paper.

3.1 Formal details of infinite sequences and real numbers

In our formalization, we benefit from theories that state the main properties
of natural numbers (type nat), integers (type Z), and real numbers (the type
is usually written R, but in this article we shall write it as Rdefinitions.R

to avoid ambiguity with the “digit” R). The two integer types come with ad-
dition, subtraction, and multiplication, while the type of real numbers is also
equiped with division. The integer types are actually described as inductive
types and the basic operations are implemented as recursive functions. For the
real numbers, the existence of the type, two constants 0 and 1, the operations,
comparison predicates, and the properties of these operation (associativity, dis-
tributivity, inverse, etc.) are assumed. Among the assumed features, there is an
axiom that expresses that the type is complete, with the following statement.

∀E : Rdefinition.R→ Prop, bound E → (∃x, E x) → ∃m, is lub E m.

Three concepts appearing in this statement need some clarification. First, bound
is a predicate that expresses that there exist an upper bound to the real numbers
that satisfy E. Second, is lub expresses that m is the least upper bound of
E. Third, the existential quantification ∃ is a special quantification that comes
with the equivalent of the axiom of choice. This means that whenever we have
exhibited a property E and prove that it is bound, we can construct a function
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that returns its least upper bound. The form of this completeness axiom implies
that we are not working with constructive mathematics. To be more precise,
we provide a constructive theory of real numbers, but all the justifications of
correctness, which rely on the axiomatized real numbers, are non-constructive.

We do not use the completeness axiom directly, but a function growing cv

that takes as argument an infinite sequence, a proof that this sequence is grow-
ing, and a proof that this sequence is bounded, and returns a value v and a
proof that v is the limit of the sequence.

Aside from its treatement of limits of sequences, the axiomatization of real
numbers also provide a few decision procedures. The decision procedure field

[11] solves equalities between rational expression, occasionally leaving proofs
obligation to make sure denominators are non zero. The decision procedure
fourier determines when a collection of inequations concerning affine formulas
with rational coefficients is satisfiable.

The type of digits is described as an enumerated type:

Inductive idigit : Set := L | R | C.

The type of infinite sequences of digits is based on a polymorphic type of streams,
which is defined as a co-inductive type:

CoInductive stream (A:Set) : Set :=

Cons : A -> stream A -> stream A.

Implicit Arguments Cons.

Infix "::" : Cons : stream_scope.

Open Scope stream_scope.

Thus the type of infinite sequences of digits is the type stream idigit. We can
use co-recursion to construct simple values in this type. For instance, 0 and 1
are represented by the infinite sequences LLL... and RRR...:

Cofixpoint zero : stream idigit : L::zero.

Cofixpoint one : stream idigit := R::one.

To relate infinite streams of digits with real numbers we define a a co-
inductive relation.

CoInductive represents: stream idigit -> Rdefinitions.R -> Prop:=

reprL : forall s r, represents s r -> (0 <= r <= 1)%R ->

represents (L::s) (r/2)

| reprR : forall s r, represents s r -> (0 <= r <= 1)%R ->

represents (R::s) ((r+1)/2)

| reprC : forall s r, represents s r -> (0 <= r <= 1)%R ->

represents (C::s) ((2*r+1)/4).

This relation really states that infinite streams are only used to represent num-
bers between 0 and 1 and it confirms the correspondance between L, R, and C on
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the one hand and the functions x 7→ x
2 , x 7→ x+1

2 , and x 7→ 2x+1
4 on the other

hand.
An alternative approach to relate sequences of digits and real numbers is to

build a function that maps an infinite sequence to a real value. Every prefix of
an infinite sequence corresponds to an interval that contains all the values that
could have the same prefix. As the prefix grows, the new intervals are included
in each other, and the size is divided by 2 at each step. We defined a function
bounds to compute the interval corresponding to the prefix of a given length for a
given sequence. Actually, this function takes as arguments a digit sequence and
a number n and it computes the bounds of an interval that contains all the real
numbers whose representation shares the same prefix of length n. This function
is programmed as a recursive function that is structural recursive in n. The
notion of structural recursion is similar to primitive recursion. It simply means
that this function could easily be defined in any theorem proving assistant that
provides a notion of natural numbers and recursive definition on these numbers.
In the Coq system, a structural recursive function also has the property that it
is easily re-used in proof search tools. The definition is based on the following
equations:

bounds(. . . , 0) = [0, 1]

bounds(Lx, n + 1) = [
a

2
,
b

2
] where bounds(x, n) = [a, b]

bounds(Cx, n + 1) = [
a

2
+

1

4
,
b

2
+

1

4
]

bounds(Rx, n + 1) = [
a

2
+

1

2
,
b

2
+

1

2
]

In practice, we do not manipulate real numbers in this function, but integers.
The result of the function is a triplet (a, b, k) such that the interval is [ a

2k , b
2k ].

We then define a function that maps a stream of digits to a sequence of real
numbers, which are the lower bounds of the intervals. This function is called
si un and is defined by the following text:

Definition si_un (s:stream idigit) (n:nat) : Rdefinitions.R :=

let (p,k) := bounds n s in let (a,b) := p in

(IZR a/IZR(2^k))%R.

We then show that for every stream s, the sequence si un s is a growing
sequence.

The Coq non-constructive formalization of real number nevertheless provides
a function that maps any Cauchy sequence of real values to its limit. Actually,
any sequence digits also represents an infinite sequence of intervals, where each
interval is included in the previous one and has its size equal to half the size of
the previous one. This is enough to express that the digit sequences defines a
Cauchy sequence (for example by taking the intervals lower bounds). Using this
approach we have defined a function real value and we proved basic theorems
about this function:
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Theorem represents_real_value :

forall s, represents s (real_value s).

Theorem represents_equal :

forall s r, represents s r -> real_value s = r.

3.2 Addition

It is well-known that addition of two infinite sequences of redundant digits can
be described as a simple automaton that inputs digits from both arguments
and produces digits as regularly. Two approaches can be taken: either this
automaton is understood as a program that keeps a carry as it progresses in
processing the inputs, or it is a can be viewed a program that performs a little
look-ahead before outputing the result and processing the rest, maybe with a
slight modification of the first digit in both inputs. The algorithm we describe
follows the second approach.

Our modelization contains two parts. The first part is a function that com-
putes the arithmetic mean of two real values (in other words, the half sum).
The second function is a function that computes the double of real number.
Actually, our algorithms only take inputs in [0,1] and produce outputs in the
same interval, so that the second fonction only returns a meaningful result when
the input is smaller than 1/2.

For the half-sum, the structure of the algorithm is as follows: if the inputs
have the form d1d2x and d3d4y, then the algorithms outputs a digit d and
calls itself recursively with the new inputs d5x and d6y. Our formalization of
the algorithm does not prescribe precisely the correct values for d, d5, and d6

for each possible choice of d1, . . . , d4. Instead, we write a program that tries
possible values and chooses only the ones that make the algorithm satisfy the
specification of an addition function.

Here is an example, suppose that d1 = L and d3 = R, in this case we can
choose d = C and d5 = d2 and d6 = d4, because the following equalities hold,
using the interpretations of digits as functions:

half sum(Ld2x, Rd4y) =
Ld2x + Rd4y

2

=
d2x
2 + d4y

2 + 1
2

2

=
d2x

4
+

d4y

4
+

1

4

=
d2x+d4y

2

2
+

1

4
= C(half sum(d2x, d4y))

In this case, it is not necessary to scrutinize d2 and d4 to decide the value of d
and the arguments for the recursive call.
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Here is a second example where d5 and d6 are modified with respect to d2

and d4. We suppose d1 = C, d2 = L, and d3 = L. In this case, the following
equalities hold:

half sum(CLx, Ld4y) =
x
4 + 1

4 + d4y

2

2

=
x
2 + 1

2 + d4y
2

2
= L(half sum(Rx, d4y))

In this case, it is not necessary to scrutinize d4, but the value d5 is modified
with respect to d6.

In general, there could be 81 cases in the definition of the function half sum,
because we scrutinize two digits on both sides, but as we saw in the previous
two examples there are cases when some digits do not need to be scrutinized.
In practice, there are only 25 cases and we describe in the next section the
approach we took to generate these cases automatically.

3.3 Automatic generation of function code

In the process of defining the function we need to consider real number patterns.
Real number patterns are sequences of digits where the tail is replaced with a
variable. These patterns occur naturally when we define a function by cases.
For instance, Lx is a pattern, CLy is a pattern, etc. To every pattern we can
associate a length, which is the number of digits before the variable occurs.
Patterns can be manipulated in the tactic programming language of most theo-
rems (in Isabelle [30], the tactic programming language is ML [29]). In the Coq

system, the tactic programming language is Ltac [10].
Combining the computation of length and bounds for a real number pattern,

we can associate an interval to each pattern. This interval is the smallest interval
that contains all real numbers represented by the real-number pattern, when the
variable in this pattern is replaced by an arbitrary real number in [0,1]. We can
then combine the intervals associated to two input real number patterns to know
the interval containing all possible values for the half sum of the corresponding
real numbers.

For instance, if we have two input real number patterns CLx, and Ly, we
can associate the interval [ 14 , 1

2 ] to the first pattern and the interval [0, 1
2 ] to the

second pattern and we can infer that the half-sum of a number represented by
the first pattern and a number represented by the second pattern will necessarily
be inside [18 , 1

2 ].
Thus, for a given pair of input patterns, we are able to determine an interval

that contains the half-sum of any pair of numbers represented by these patterns.
If this interval is inside one of the intervals associated to the digits L, C, or R,
then the output can start with the corresponding digit.

In our example, the interval [18 , 1
2 ] is inside the interval [0, 1

2 ] and the output
can start with the digit L.
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In general, the result interval is not inside an interval associated to a digit
and it is necessary to collect more information about the input. This is done
by replacing the variable in one of the input real number patterns with a more
specific pattern. In practice, this means replacing the current pair of input
patterns with three new patterns.

For instance, when the two input patterns are Lx and Cy, our approach makes
it possible to infer that the result in between 1

8 and 5
8 . Our procedure proceeds

by inserting in the half-sum algorithm a case analysis on x, thus relacing Lx
with LLx′, LCx′, and LRx′. We can then restart our bounds computation for
the pairs of patterns (LLx′, Cy), (LCx′, Cy), and (LRx′, Cy). With a new bounds
computation, we obtain that the digit L is a good result digit for the first case
and the digit C is a good result digit for the last case.

When the result interval does not fit a digit interval, we have a choice of
which of the two patterns in the input pair to replace with three more specific
patterns. We programmed our search procedure to make sure it makes the
shortest pattern more specific, when such a shortest pattern exists. For the
half-sum function, this process stops when the two input patterns have length
2.

Once we have computed the first digit of the output, we still have to compute
the arguments of the recursive calls. We know that these recursive calls will
contain the variables that occur in the input patterns, but the digits that appear
in front of these variables may change. To compute the change, we compare the
lower bound of the interval associated to the pair of input patterns with a length
of 1 with the lower bound of the chosen digit. The difference of bounds may be
either 0, −1

8 , or 1
8 .

For instance, if the input patterns are CLx and Ly and the output digit is L,
then the lower bound of the result is 1

8 , while the lower bound of the digit is 0.
When the difference is non zero, this difference needs to be compensated

in the recursive call. We can compensate a difference by adding or removing
1
2 from the inputs of the recursive call. There are several way in which this
possible: if an input has the form Lx, then replacing this input with Cx adds
1
4 , to the argument of the recursive half-sum, replacing this input with Rx adds
1
2 . Because the function that we compute is a half-sum, a compensation of 1

2
appears as compensation of 1

4 in the result of the recursive call. Because, the
recursive calls appears behind a digit in the overall result, this compensation
then amounts to a compensation of 1

8 . The procedure sometimes needs to modify
both arguments to obtain the right compensation, because a compensation of
1
2 cannot be obtained from an input whose first digit is C.

For instance, if the inputs are LCx and CCy then the result is inside [14 , 1
2 ]

and the output digit can be chosen as L. However, the bounds of the result for
a pair of streams L . . . C . . . are

1

8
,

5

8

. The difference between the lower bounds is −1
8 . The arguments to the recursive

call before compensation are Cx and Cy. To compensate the difference we add 1
2
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to the arguments of the recursive call, by adding 1
4 to each of the two arguments,

replacing them with Rx and Ry. This is also justified by the following equations:

1

2
(LCx + CCy) =

1

8
x +

1

8
y +

1

4

=
1

2
(
1

4
x +

1

4
+

1

2
)

= L(
x
2 + 1

2 + y

2 + 1
2

2
)

= L(
1

2
(Rx + Ry))

Altogether these processes are enough to define the half-sum function. To have
a complete addition function, we need to add a function that multiplies its
argument by 2. This function is based on the following remarks.

• The double of a number of the form Lx is simply x,

• The double of a number of the form Rx is either 1 or outside the interval
[0,1],

• The double of a number of the form Cx is a number of the form Rx′ where
x′ is the double of x (hence the algorithm exhibits a co-recursive call).

3.4 Formal details for addition

Multiplication by 2 is represented by the following theorem:

Cofixpoint mult2 (n:stream idigit) : stream idigit :=

match n with L x => x | C x => R::mult2 x | R x => one end.

We used this function for some of our correctness statements.
For multiplication by 2, we only used the represents relation:

Theorem mult2_correct :

forall x u, (0 <= u <= 1/2)%R -> represents x u ->

represents (mult2 x)(2*u)%R.

The formal description of the half sum function is done in definition by proof
mode: the whole function type is manipulated like a logical goal and the function
body is constructed by tactics that are normally used only to build proofs.

The function type is

stream idigit -> stream idigit -> stream idigit.

Proof mode term construction consists in providing a “hole” that needs to be
filled up with this type. A first tactic cofix can be used to express that the
result will be a recursive value. A second tactic intros can be used to express
that the value will also be a function, at the same time giving names to the
function’s formal parameters. A tactic case is often used to express that the
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various possible cases for one of the inputs will be analysed. This tactic produces
several “holes”, each of them to be filled with the value corresponding to one
of the cases. In the middle process, we usually have a collection of holes to fill
in and for each of them we know the type of the value that should be returned.
In our case, the type of the result is always stream idigit; this type does not
give any information about which case is currently considered. To provide more
information we define an artificially dependent type, which we call help type:

Definition help_type (d1 d2:stream idigit) := stream idigit.

This help type makes it possible to take better benefit from the behavior of
the case tactic. If the current hole should be filled with a value of type stream

idigit and we use a tactic case d where d is digit, then the hole is replaced
with a term of the form

match d with L => ?1 | R => ?2 | C => ?3 end.

The expressions ?1, ?2 and ?3 are holes which need to be replaced with values
of type stream idigit and which should be filled in by different values, but
the expected type does not help in knowing which hole corresponds to which
input. If we replace the type for the initial hole by a type of the form

help_type (d::tl1)(d’::tl2)

and we use the same tactic case d, then the hole is replaced with term of the
following form:

match d return help_type (d::tl1)(d’::tl2) with

L => ?1 | R => ?2 | C => ?3

end

Then the expected types for the three new holes are different. The first one
should have type help type (L::tl1)(d’::tl2), and so on. Thus, subsequent
tactic can know which is the case being considered simply by observing the
expected type. Of course, because help type is actually a constant function,
all types are the same, but during the proof process they are annotated with
information about the case being considered1.

We use two help types, the second one is given by the following definition:

Definition help_type2 (d1 d2:stream idigit)(d3:idigit) :=

stream idigit.

We then follow the steps described in the previous section. The computation
of the bounds is described by a function named bounds, this function returns a
triplet (a, b, c) which represents the interval [a

c
, b

c
]. Three auxiliary functions ub,

lb, and den are defined to return a, b, c separately. The process of producing
the first digit of the output or decomposing arguments to more specific patterns
is described in a function named produce add cases:

1This technique was taught to the author during a friendly conversation with J.C. Filliâtre
and L. Théry. The latter indicated that an early inspiration could be found in P. Crégut
developments for the omega tactic.
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Ltac produce_add_cases :=

match goal with |- help_type ?u ?v =>

let bb1 := lb u in let bb2 := lb v in

let tb1 := ub u in let tb2 := ub v in

let d1 := den u in let d2 := den v in

let test1 := eval compute in

(bb1*d2 + bb2*d1 ?= d1*d2)%Z in

...

match test1 with

Gt => apply (Cons R); change (help_type2 u v R)

| Lt =>

...

match test4 with

Lt => try (mk_cases; produce_add_cases)

| _ => apply (Cons C); try change (help_type2 u v C)

end

...

end

end.

As we see in this outline of the function’s body, when the various tests made on
the bounds of the result do not make it possible to choose an output digit, one of
the inputs is decomposed further by the tactic mk cases and the testing phase
is re-started through a recursive call to produce add cases. To understand
this script, one should also understand that the semi-colon acts as a span tactic
combinator: when tactics t1 and t2 are combined in the expression t1;t2, all
the goals generated by t1 are processed by t2. In this case, we know that
mk cases produces three goals, which are processed using by three recursive
calls to produce add cases.

The process of computing the difference of bounds is described by a function
named compute borrow, and the process of building the right arguments for the
recursive calls is described in a function named mk borrow.

The whole definition of half sum can then be condensed in a few lines, thanks
to the semi-column combinator. One should be aware that produce add cases

actually produces 25 goal, each of which is processed by the tactic match goal

... that follows.

Definition half_sum (x y:stream idigit) : stream idigit.

cofix.

intros x y; change (help_type x y).

produce_add_cases;

match goal with |- help_type2 (?x::?tl1) (?y::?tl2) ?z =>

let r := eval compute in (compute_borrow x y z) in

match r with 0 => exact (half_sum tl1 tl2)

| _ => mk_borrow half_sum r tl1 tl2

end

14



end.

Defined.

While this definition produces a function that is correct by construction, we
still need to produce a correctness theorem. This is also done with a systematic
approach. All 25 cases need to be checked one-by-one, but the proofs are easily
boiled down to easy arithmetical verifications that can be performed with exist-
ing tactics for comparisons of affine formulas (the tactic fourier) and equalities
of fractional formulas in a field (the tactic field) [11].

We believe that our technique of definition can easily be reproduced for
different sets of digits or for other simple binary operations like subtraction.

3.5 subtraction

In this section we discuss several approaches to subtraction. One first approach
uses a few intermediary function. The first intermediary value mimicks the
opposite function. Of course the opposite function cannot be defined from [0,1]
to [0,1], but the result can be translated so that we can easily compute the
function that maps x to 1 − x. Here is the general definition, where we name
the function minus aux:

minus aux(L(x)) = R(minus aux(x))

minus aux(R(x)) = C(minus aux(x))

minus aux(R(x)) = L(minus aux(x))

These equations are justified through simple computations. For instance, the
last equation is justified with the following reasoning steps:

minus aux(R(x)) = 1 − (
x

2
+

1

2
)

=
1

2
−

x

2

=
1

2
(1 − x)

= L(minus aux(x)

Combining minus aux with addition, we can easily compute the binary func-
tion that maps x and y to 1+x−y. Of course, this function returns a meaningful
result only when x is smaller than y. This limitation is a problem.

We should remember that addition was first defined as half sum, and combin-
ing minus aux with half sum actually gives a function that maps 1+x−y

2 . Now,
if we really want to have a subtraction, we can remove the 1

2 offset, but this
is only valid if the result is larger than 1

2 . We use an other auxiliary function,
which we name minus half and is defined by the following equations:

minus half(Rx) = Lx

minus half(Lx) = zero

minus half(Cx) = L(minus half(x))
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The first of these equations is trivial to justify. The second is justified by the
fact that the only value inside [0, 1

2 ] for which x− 1
2 belongs to [0, 1] is 1

2 and the
result is 0 in this case. The third equation is justified by the following reasoning
steps:

minus half(Cx) =
x

2
+

1

4
−

1

2

=
x

2
−

1

4

=
x − 1

2

2
L

(
minus half(x))

4 Parameterized affine operations

In this section, we study another approach to addition, with the encoding of
a more general function that computes affine formulas in two real values with
rational coefficients. More precisely, we want to compute the value

a

a′
x +

b

b′
y +

c

c′

When a, b, c are positive integers, a′, b′, c′ are non-negative integers (a, b, c
may be null, but not the others), and x and y are real numbers, given as infinite
sequences of digits.

4.1 Algorithm main structure

Choosing the digits of the result is based on the following remarks:

1. Even without observing x and y, we already know that they are numbers
between 0 and 1. The result then lies in the interval whose bounds are

c

c′
et

ab′c′ + a′bc′ + abc′

a′b′c′
.

2. As soon as we can state that the result is inside of one of the intervals
denoted by L, R, or C, it is possible to produce a digit and perform a
co-recursive call with a new affine formula.

3. If the extremes are badly placed, we can choose an interval associated to
a digit that is sure to contain the result. In this case, we scrutinize x and
y and observe their first digit. As a result, we obtain a new estimate of
the interval that may contain the result, whose size is half the previous
size. We can then perform a recursive call with a new affine formula. In
the long run, we are forced to get to a situation where a digit can be
chosen and a co-recursive call can be performed. In fact, this condition is
guaranteed as soon as the distance between extrema is shorter than 1/4.
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Let us study two examples. In the first example, suppose that the property
c/c′ ≥ 1/2 holds. We know that the result is larger than 1/2 and we ca produce
a R digit. The following computation takes place:

a

a′
x +

b

b′
y +

c

c′
= R(2 × (

a

a′
x +

b

b′
y +

c

c′
) − 1)

= R(
2a

a′
x +

2b

b′
y +

2 ∗ c − c′

c′
)

There is a recursive call with a new affine formula, where all the coefficient are
positive integers or non-negative integers as required.

In a second example, suppose that the properties x = Lx′ and y = Ry′ hold.
The following computation can take place:

a

a′
x +

b

b′
y +

c

c′
= (

a

a′

x′

2
) + (

b

b′
y′ + 1

2
) +

c

c′

=
a

2a′
x′ +

b

2b′
y′ +

bc′ + 2b′c

2b′c′

Here again, we can have a recursive call with a new affine formula, no digit
has been produced (therefore the recursive call cannot be a co-recursive call)
but the distance between the extrema in the new formula is a/2a′ + b/2b′, the
half of a/a′ + b/b′, which was the distance between extrema for the initial affine
formula.

4.2 Formal details for affine formulas

We define a data-type to represent affine formulas, with 6 integers and 2 real
numbers given as infinite digit sequences.

Record affine_data : Set :=

{m_a : Z; m_a’ : Z; m_b : Z; m_b’ : Z; m_c : Z; m_c’ : Z;

m_x : stream idigit; m_y : stream idigit}.

We define a predicate positive coefficients on this data-type to state that
the integers are positive or non-negative as required. We then define a function
called axbyc to compute the affine formula. Its type is the following one:

axbyc : forall x: affine_data,

positive_coefficients x -> stream idigit.

This function relies an an auxiliary function that we called axbyc rec. This aux-
iliary function performs the recursive calls in the phase 3 in the previous section.
It is a well-founded recursive function, which returns elements in yet another
data-type called decision data. This new data-type cobines an affine data

value, a proof that it has positive coefficients, a proof that this new affine for-
mula satisfies the required properties to produce a digit for the result, and a
proof that the new affine formula represents the same real number as the initial
one.
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The data-type decision data is described as inductive type with three con-
structors, caseR, caseL, caseC, whose meaning should be self-explanatory. The
type of the axbyc rec function is the following one:

axbyc_rec : forall x, positive_coefficients x -> decision_data x

With the help of this function the main function is described in a few lines:

CoFixpoint axbyc (x:affine_data)

(h:positive_coefficients x):stream idigit :=

match axbyc_rec x h with

caseR y Hpos Hc _ =>

R::(axbyc (prod_R y) (A.prod_R_pos y Hpos Hc))

| caseL y Hpos _ _ =>

L::(axbyc (prod_L y) (A.prod_L_pos y Hpos))

| caseC y Hpos H1 H2 _ =>

C::(axbyc (prod_C y) (A.prod_C_pos y Hpos H2))

end.

The functions prod R, prod L, prod C perform the affine formulas transforma-
tions that correspond to the digit being produced. The theorems ... pos pro-
vide proofs that the recursive calls are always performed with arguments that
have positive coefficients.

Using the real value function, we also defined a function af real value

that maps an affine formula to the real number it represents. This function is
instrumental to state the correctness theorem for our axbyc function.

axbyc_correct:

forall x, forall H :positive_coefficients x,

(0 <= af_real_value x <= 1)%R ->

real_value (axbyc x H) = af_real_value x.

While this theorem relies on an equality between real values, we actually proved
a statement based on the represents relation and this proved was based on a
co-recursive proof:

axbyc_correct_aux :

forall x:affine_data, forall H :positive_coefficients x,

(0 <= (af_real_value x) <= 1)%R ->

represents (axbyc x H) (af_real_value x).

This proof relies on a case analysis of the result of the function call axbyc rec

x H. Three cases appear, corresponding to the three constructors of the type
decision data and each case corresponds to one of the constructors of the
represents relation. Once the constructor have been applied, the proof can
easily be concluded with the help of a co-recursive hypothesis.
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5 Computing series

A series is an infinite sum of values. Knowing how to compute series can help
in computing famous constants like e (Euler’s number) and to implement the
multiplicatioin of two real numbers. It turns out our approach of multiplication,
based on series yields an implementation of multiplication that is very close to
the implementation in [7].

5.1 Algorithm main structure

In our current approach, we only consider series where the limit is between 0
and 1. Such a series is usually written

∑
∞

i=0 ai. Studying series is very close
to studying converging sequences, since it is enough to consider the sequence
un =

∑n

i=0 ai. Each element of the sequence can then be approximated as
combination of finite sums; to get an approximation of the limit, it is then
necessary to study how well one given finite sum approximates the limit.

Computing the n first digit of a sequence representing the limit means com-
puting the limit up to a given precision. Let’s say we want to represent this
precision with a given ǫ. If we know that a given element un is closer than ǫ

2
to the limit and that we can compute un to a precision better than ǫ

2 , then we
are able to compute the limit to the required precision. To compute the first n
digits of

∑
∞

i=0 ai, it is then enough to compute the first n + 1 digits of
∑k

i=0 ai

for some k, and this in turn requires computing the first p digits of each of the
terms ai, where p is a number larger than n.

In practice, we restrict again our study to series that converge regularly, the
behavior at infinity being controlled by a bound function µ:

∀m.n ≤ m ⇒ |

∞∑

i=m

ai| < µ(n).

We actually formalize the computation of a function f that has the following
informal specification:

f(x, y, n) = x + y ×

∞∑

i=n

ai.

Intuitively, y represents the inverse of the precision that is been reached in the
computation. The number x represents a partial sum multiplied by y. If we
know both x and y × µ(n) < 1

8 with enough accuracy, we able to choose the
first digit of x + y

∑
∞

i=n ai. We can then perform the following computation

f(x, y, n) = d::(2x − c, 2y, n),

where d is one of the digit and c is the offset corresponding to this digit, c = 1
if d = R, c = 1/2 if d = C. If y × µ(n) is not small enough, we perform the
following computation:

f(x, y, n) = f(x + y ×

φ(y,n)∑

i=n

ai)
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where φ(y, n) is chosen so that y × µ(φ(y, n)) < 1
16 . If such a value cannot be

found, the series is probably not converging.
In details our algorithms works as follows:

1. We compute a value φ(y, n), larger than n so that y × (φ(y, n)) is smaller
than 1

16 ,

2. We compute the number v = x + y × ×
∑φ(y,n)−1

i=n ai by repeated binary
additions. We then perform a case analysis on this number.

3. If v has the form RRv′, RCv′, RLCv′′, or RLRv′′. In this case, we are cer-
tain that v +

∑
∞

i=φ(y,n) ai is larger than 1/2 and the result can have the

form R(f(Rv′, 2y, φ(y, n))), R(f(Cv′, 2y, φ(y, n))), R(f(LCv′, 2y, φ(y, n))), or
R(f(LRv′, 2y, φ(y, n))), respectively.

4. If v has the form CCv′, CLCv′′, CLRv′′, LLv′, LCv′, LRLv′′, LRCv′′ then this
case can be treated like the previous case, producing a first digit that is
the same as the first digit of v, with a recursive call to f with v without
its first digit, 2y, and φ(y, n) as arguments.

5. if v has the form RLLv′′, then v could also be represented using CRLv′′ and
this case is already considered above. The same goes for the cases LRR,
CLL, and CRR, using CLR, LRL, and RLR as respective alternatives.

Computing phi(y, n) and sum
φ(y,n)−1
i=n ai depends on the series being studied.

This may rely on a well-founded recursive function. Each recursive call main-
tains the invariant y × µ(n) < 1/8 and multiplies y by 2.

5.2 Series with positive terms

When we know that the ai terms are all positive, we do not need to use 1
16 to

bound the infinite remainder of the sum. The computation technique can be
simplified as follows:

1. We compute a vale φ(y, n) so that y × φ(y, n) is smaller than 1
8 ,

2. We compute v = x + y ×
∑φ(y,n)−1

i=n ai and perform a case analysis on its
first digits:

3. if v has the form Rv′, we are sure that the result is larger than 1/2, the
result is R(f(v′, 2y, φ(y, n))),

4. if v has the form Cv′ but not CRv′, then the result is C(f(v′, 2y, φ(y, n))),

5. if v has the form Lv′, but not LRv′, then the result is L(f(v′, 2y, φ(y, n))),

6. if v has the form CRv′′ or LRv′′, we can use the equivalences with RLv′′ and
CLv′′, respectively to switch to one of the previous cases.
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5.2.1 Formal details of positive series

We programmed the general treatement of positive series in higher-order func-
tion that is easy to re-use from one series to the other.

Definition series_body (A:Set)

(f : stream idigit -> A -> stream idigit)

(x : stream idigit) (a:A) : stream idigit :=

let (d,x’’) := x in

match d with

R => R::f x’’ a

| L =>

match x’’ with R::x3 => C::f (L::x3) a | _ => L::f x’’ a end

| C =>

match x’’ with R::x3 => R::f (L::x3) a | _ => C::f x’’ a end

end.

The type A should contain enough data to recover the values y, and n from our
informal presentation.

5.3 Application to computing e

The number e is defined by the formula

e =

∞∑

k=0

1

k!
.

Of course, this number is larger than 2, but we only want to compute its frac-
tionary part, so that we actually compute

∑
∞

k=2
1
k! . The following properties

are easy to obtain, by rememebering that n!nk−n < k! for every k ≥ n.

0 <
∞∑

k=n

1

k!
<

1

(n − 1)!(n − 1)
.

Let ν(n) be the value 1
(n−1)!(n−1) . As soon as 2 < n, we have ν(n + 1) < ν(n)

2 .

This implies the following property:

∀n, y.0 < y ∧ 2 < n ∧ φ(y, n) <
1

4
⇒ φ(y, n + 1) <

1

8
.

Thus, it is never necessary to absorb more than one term from the infinite sum
into x at each co-recursive call.

the type A that appears in our use of series body is a triplet, the third
component is the factorial of the first component minus one. This way, factorials
are not recomputed from scracth at each recursive call. The other components
are integer values for y and n in our informal presentation. Here, computing
φ(y, n) is easy, because we know that this value is always n or n + 1. To know
which is the right value, we simply need to compare 1

(n−1)!(n−1) with 1
8 but
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we encode this comparison as a plain comparison between integers. When one
term from the infinite sum must be absorbed in x, this is performed using the
regular addition that we defined in the first part of this paper and a function to
construct the infinite digit stream representation of a rational number, which
we called rat to stream.

CoFixpoint e_series (v:stream idigit)(s :Z*Z*Z) :stream idigit :=

let (aux, fact_nm1) := s in let (y, n) := aux in

let (v’, n’, fact_nm1’) :=

if Z_le_gt_dec (8*y) (fact_nm1*(n-1))%Z then

mk_triple v n fact_nm1

else

mk_triple (v + (rat_to_stream y (fact_nm1 * n)))

(n+1) (fact_nm1*n) in

series_body _ e_series v’ (2*y, n’, fact_nm1’)%Z.

We proved that this co-recursive function provides a correct representation of
the infinite sum. The theorem statement is as follows:

Theorem e_correct1 :

forall v vr r n p fact_pm1,

fact_pm1 = (Z_of_nat (fact (Zabs_nat (p-1)))) ->

4 * n <= fact_pm1 * (p-1) -> 2 <= p -> 1 <= n ->

represents v vr ->

infinit_sum (fun i => (1/INR(fact (i+Zabs_nat p)))%R) r ->

(vr + (IZR n)*r <= 1)%R ->

represents (e_series v n p fact_pm1) (vr+(IZR n)*r)%R.

This statement is a bit difficult to read, because there are three types of numbers
and explicit conversion from one to the other: the factorial function is given as
a function from nat to nat (nat is a type of positive numbers, 0 included), IZR
and INR inject positive integers and integers into the type R of real numbers,
and Zabs nat returns the natural number corresponding to a relative integers
(computing an absolute value). In this statement the formula

infinit_sum (fun i => (1/INR(fact (i+Zabs_nat p)))%R) r

means “r is the limit of the infinite sum
∑

∞

i=0
1

(i+p)!”. the definition of e is then

given by the following commands:

Definition head := (rat_to_stream 1 2)+(rat_to_stream 1 6).

Definition number_e_minus2 : stream idigit :=

e_series head 1 4 6.

The correctness theorem then makes it possible to

Theorem e_correct :

forall r,

infinit_sum (fun i => (1/INR(fact(i+Zabs_nat 2)))) r ->

represents number_e_minus2 r.
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This statement really expresses that number e minus2 is a representation of∑
∞

i=2
1
i! .

We can combine the bounds function and the value number e minus2 to build
the numerator and denominator of rational that bound e to a given precision.
Actually, given n we compute (a, b, k so that

a

2k
≤ e − 2 ≤

b

2k

b

2k
−

a

2k
=

1

2n
.

For n = 320, this computation takes approximately a minute with the standard
version of Coq2, but in formal verification of hand-made proofs we are not likely
to need this level of precision.

The code can also be extracted both to Ocaml and to Haskell. Running
the Ocaml extracted code shows that computation is significantly faster than
for computation inside the Coq system. In a minute, we can compute 2000
redundants digits of e − 2.

5.4 Multiplication as a special case of series

When u is the infinite sequence d0d1 . . . and if α is the function such that
α(L) = 0, α(C) = 1

4 , and α(R) = 1
2 , then uu′ is a series:

uu′ =
∞∑

i=0

α(di)u
′

2i
.

This is a series where all terms are positive. Moreover, two simplifications can
be made with respect to the general approach. First, while y is multiplied by
2 at every recursive call, ai contains a divisor that is also multiplied by 2, so
that the two multiplications by 2 cancel out. Second, it is reasonable to simply
consume one element from the infinite sum at each recursive call, with taking
into account the value of u′. If this approach is foolowed, the argument y is
not necessary anymore: only the digits di and u′ are needed. We can re-use the
general function series body in the following manner:

CoFixpoint mult_a (x:stream idigit)(p:stream idigit*stream idigit)

: stream idigit :=

let (u,v) := p in

match u with

L::u’ => series_body _ mult_a x (u’,v)

| C::u’ => series_body _ mult_a (x+(L::L::v)) (u’,v)

| R::u’ => series_body _ mult_a (x+(L::v)) (u’,v)

end.

The function mult a x (u, u′) computes x + uu′ when uu′ < 1
4 . We start

by dviding u′ by 4 and then we multiply the result by 4. Here is a naive
implementation:

2Coq version 8.0pl2, Intel Pentium(R) M 1700Mhz.
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Definition mult (x y:stream idigit) : stream idigit :=

mult2(mult2(mult_a zero (x,L::L::y))).

Infix "*" := mult : stream_scope.

The following theorem can then proved and verified formally:

mult_correct

: forall (x y : stream idigit) (vx vy : Rdefinitions.R),

represents x vx -> represents y vy -> represents (x*y)(vx*vy)

In this statement the notation x * y represents our multiplication as an op-
eration on infinite digit streams, while the notation vx * vy represents the
multiplication of real numbers, as they are axiomatized in the Coq system.

We can also try this multiplication directly inside Coq, for instance, we
can compute (e − 2)2. With the current standard version of Coq3 no effort
is made to exploit possible sharing in the lazy computation of values, so that
the same value may be computed several times. For this reason, we cannot
compute this number to a high precision as easily as for e − 2. For example,
our few experiments showed that it takes approximately 10 seconds to compute
an approximation with an accuracy of 30 digits and a minute to compute the
approximation with an accuracy.

6 Conclusion

The work described in this paper is both an extension and a departure from the
work of Ciaffaglione and di Gianantonio. We chose to formalise numbers be-
tween 0 and 1. However, a sensible description of real numbers should represent
the full real line. Of course, it is possible to obtain a real number by multiplying
a number between 0 and 1 by a relative integer, but this naive approach does not
preserve the property of redundancy that is necessary for most computations.
multiplication by relative integer does not provide the capability to represent
an interval around 0. An solution is to consider numbers of the form a + bx
where a and b are relative integers.

Other authors take a different approach: instead of adding a digit to repre-
sent an interval around 1

2 , they add a digit that should be read as -1. In effect,
we still have three overlapping intervals, [−1, 0], [− 1

2 , 1
2 ], [0, 1]. The full line is

then represented by multiplying a number between -1 and 1 by a power of 2.
This representation is actually closer to useual representation of floating point
numbers. It should be easy to redo the experiment described in this paper to
adapt it to this new interpretation of digits. In fact, other digit systems, with
more or less digits can also be studied. However, there are advantages in ma-
nipulating numbers that are positive and in having only to prove that numbers
are positive as we did, and we suspect that some proofs may become harder for
other digit systems.

3Coq version 8.0pl2.
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Now, that we have a multiplication for our representation of real numbers,
we can consider the task of implementing analytic functions, division. It is also
natural to generalize our work to Möbius transformations

axy + bx + cy + d

exy + fx + gy + h
.

However, we suspect that the proofs of correctness for these transformations are
less easy to automatize, because they do not rely only on affine formulas (which
are easily treated with the Fourier-Motzkin decision procedure.

One of the interesting features of this experiment is that some series can be
computed directly inside the theorem prover. This is an important feature, if a
proof requires that we produce an accurate approximation of the series value.
For instance, we have been able to compute an approximation of e to a few
digits in a matter of seconds.
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